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ESTIMATION OF PARAMETERS OF MEAN AND VARIANCE 
IN TWO-STAGE LINEAR MODELS 
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Summary. The paper deals with the estimation of unknown vector parameter of mean and 
scalar parameters of variance as well in two-stage linear model, which is a special type of mixed 
linear model. The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of uniformly best unbiased 
estimator of parameter of mean is given. The explicite formulas for these estimators and for the 
estimators of the parameters of variance as well are derived. 
Key words: Two-stage linear model, mixed linear model, estimation of parameters, best 
unbiased estimator. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The two-stage linear model is often modelled by random vectors Yl9 Y2 Yk of 
dimensions n x 1, m x 1, respectively, with 
(1) Yt = XJt + £l, E(£l) = 0 , E ( V i ) = alH, 
Y2 = X2p2 + Dp, + 82 , E(g2) = 0, E(g2s2) = G22H2 , 
8l9 82 uncorrelated. The vectors Yl9 Y2 are normally distributed. The matrices 
Xl9 X2, D of the dimensions n x k, m x p9 m x k, respectively, are known, and 
Xl9 X2 are of full rank in columns. The vector parameters P1 e 0t
k, p2 e M
p and the 
scalar parameters a\9 G
2
2 are all unknown. We denote 0 = (G\9 G
2
2)'. The parameter 
0 E &2 + . Hl9 H2 are nonsingular. 
If the vector Yt is consideted separately, there exists BLUE pt of the vector para-
meter Pl9 based on the vector of measurements Y± in the form 
/*i = QYi , QXX = / , / is the identity matrix . 
We transform the vector Y2 by px in the following way: 
Yt = Y2- DQY, = Y2~ Dp, . 
This transformation makes it possible to form a model 
M = (X^\ 4- ( £i 
n [Xjj + \-DQ£l+S2 
which can be written in the form 
(2) (Yt\ =(X,0\ (fl\ +( I 0\(s 
VV \o xJXfiJ \-DQl)\e 
The covariance matrix of the vector (yi, Y2')' is 
»Ч-U0(í**OC. "?•)-<-? c CH~lC + QH2 
where 2 
C=DQHlt e = ^ . 
In the case that the parameters G\9 G\ are unknown but the ratio Q = G\\G\ is 
known, the model (2) represents a usual linear model and for BLUE for the vector 
parameter (fi'l9 P'2)
f based on the vector of measurements (Y{, Y2')
r the results of the 
linear theory of estimation can be used. 
The matrix V0 can be expressed also in the form 
W - '—!(-? - C H ^ H P , ) -
In the case that none of G\9 G\ Q9 is known, G\ #= 0-2 the model (2) represents the 
mixed linear model (see [1]). 
1. ESTIMATION OF (ft, p'2)' 
Following [1] we immediately get the locally best linear unbiased estimator 
(LBLUE) (/?;, fi'2)' for the vector (p[. p'2)
f in model (2). It is given by the formula 
(5) (JЛ - (X'VXYi X'VflY 
where 
*1 ° \ v lx 
\ o x,l' ' VY* 
Using the expression for the inverse of a partitioned matrix (see [4]) we calculate 
expression (5). 
(6) 
/ H, - C \ " - _ 
' x V - c CH^C + QH2) 
G^ЃQH-1 + H^CH^CHr1 H^CH-' 
g [H-^CHT1 н-i 
1 fgHľ1 + Q'0 'Hj 'DQ Q'0 'H" 1 





(7) X'V'X = - i - / X í ° \ (QH~^ + QDH-^DQ Q'D'H2i\ (Xx O \ 
u ' ráV x j ^ o p H - / > x j 
_ J _ / e X ; H 1
1 X 1 + D'H2'D D'H^X 
Q*\\X'2H-
lD X.H-'X 




(9) £ = X2H^X2 - X.H^DV-D'H-'X, , 
(10) ye = QX[H~
1Xl + D'H-'D . 
We express now the matrix expression X'Vfl-
1Y; 
(u) x v ' y - 1 (Xl °) (QHI1 + Q'DH2lDQ QDH-1^ / y , \ 
( u ) x/« Y-QVA<> X'JWDQ H-1 j y = 
_ J_/vte/51 + D'H2-
1y2* \ 
Finally, we have 
(12) (x%-1x)-1X'y9-
1y = 
/(v; + V ^ ' H J X . E X . H J D V ; - ) ^ + D'H2 'y*) - \ 
- KDH21X2E(X'2H-
1D$1 + XiHj'y*) . 
V - E - X ^ H J ^ V ; ^ . + D 'Hjy*) + E^H^D^ + X'.H^Y*)) 
We can now state Theorem l.L 
Theorem 1.1. LBLUE Of the vector (Pi, P2)'
 in the model (2) is given by the 
formulas 
(13) h = V~Vtpt + y;DH2-'y* + V-D'H-^X.EX^H^iDV-D'H-,
1 - l)Y*, 
h = EX'zH^Y* - EX'2H^DV-D'H^Y*, 
where £ and VQ are given by (9) and (10), respectively. 
The proof of Theorem follows immediately from the expression (12). 
Kleffe in [1] states the necessary and sufficient condition for the mixed linear 
model under which the uniformly best linear unbiased estimator (UBLUE) for the 
vector parameter of mean exists. We need the following notation. 
*' = {-"' " C H - C ' + H - ) ' ^ V° = V* f ° r e = ^ i y -
Let the matrix M represent the projection operator onto the orthogonal complement 
of the space generated by the columns of the matrix X, i.e. 
*,-'-«-('rX,X'?-x2x;) 
The matrix X + is the Moore-Penrose inverse of the matrix X. 
According to Lemma 2.2 in [1] the necessary and sufficient condition for the 
existence of UBLUE of (/J_, p'2)' is MV0V~
 XX - 0 \/V0. We check it in our case. 
MV -A e-*i*f)"i -c-^xoc \ 
M*e - °! ^ _ ( / _ X 2 X ^ c ( , _ X 2 x 2 + ) ( C H l - i C + QH2)J ' 
Further, 
MVV1 - rr2 ( ' ~~ X l X l + 0 
0 0 ~ a i \-(l - X 2 X
+ ) DQ + g(l - X2X2
+) DQ o(l - X 2 X
+ ) 
and finally, 
(14) MVeV^X = a\ ( ( e _ ^ . ^ ^ x + ) D c ( | _ X z X + ) X J = 
4 0 0 (e-i)('-адł)-» 
Theorem 1.2. UBLUE Of the vector parameter (/?_, jS2)' under the model (2) 
exists if and O/iij; if 0£(D) _ 0l(X2\ i.e. the space generated by the columns of the 
matrix D is included in the space generated by the columns of the matrix X2. 
In case this condition is met, LBLUE is UBLUE. 
Proof. According to the properties of the g-inverse of a matrix (see [4]), and the 
necessary and sufficient condition given by [1], the matrix from the expression (14) 
is equal to zero-matrix if and only if (/ — X2X2) D = 0, and this immediately yields 
the statement of Theorem. 
R e m a r k . It is interesting to study the arrangement of the experiment and the 
conditions under which the assumptions stated in Theorem 1.2 are valid. Let us 
consider the etalon network (see [3]) arranged in the following way. Let the value 
of the basic etalon E be known. Let the values of the etalons /?}, /? 2 , . . ., Pi be unknown 
and let it be possible to measure the differences between the talons jS? and E, and 
between the etalons /?J and j?). These are the etalons of the first stage. Let the etalons 
of the second stage be /?2,..., fi2p9 
first stage, i.e., the differences between /?? and /??, i = 1, 2, ..., lc, j = 1, 2, ...,p 
can be measured, as well as the differences between ft2 and /J2, It can be shown that 
the only way how to arrange this type of measurements so as to fulfil the necessary 
and sufficient conditions from Theorem 1.2 is the following. The only admissible 
measurements are: suppose the difference between fi2 and p\o is measured. Further 
suppose there is a measurement of difference between /?2 I + j and P\o. Then the 
measurement of difference between ft2 and /?? is allowed, but if i =f= i0 the measure-
ment of difference between ft2 and /?? is not admissible. Fig. 1 shows the situation 
described. These considerations follow from the theory of graphs (see [2]). 
k = 2 , p=2 
*- admissible measurements 
* •* forbidden measurements 
Fig. 1 
2. ESTIMATION OF <rf, a\ 
As we have mentioned, the model (2) forms a mixed linear model, with unknown 
parameters Pl9 p2, <J\ and cr|, tj\ #= a\. We now find the conditions under which the 
parameters a\9 a\ are unbiasedly estimable, and we find the "optimal" estimators 
for them. Due to the normality assumption it is enough to check whether the con-
ditions for the existence of MINQE(U, I) for <j\9 <j\9 developed by Rao in [5], are 
fulfilled (see [6]). We turn our attention to the estimators which are unbiased. The 
statistic Y'AY, where A is a symmetric (n + m) x (n + m) matrix, is unbiased for 
the parametric function f±a\ + f2a\9 (fl9 f2)' e 0l
2
9 if and only if 
Efi,o(Y'AY) = f>
2 + f> 2 V/J G mk+» , MO e 0t2+ . 
It is said to be invariant, if and only if 
YAY = (Y + Xp)f A(Y + Xp) vpemk+p. 
As shown in [6], MINQE (U, I) (minimum norm quadratic unbiased invariant 
estimator) is the locally best unbiased estimator for fxa\ + f2<72, (fl9 f2)
f e M2. 
Lemma 2.1. (See [6]). A necessary and sufficient condition for fxo\ + f2a\ to be 
MINQE (U, lyestimable is that the vector (f1? f2)' belongs to the column space of 
the matrix «c/, 
^ = (atJ), atj = tr(MV0oMy V^MV^M)* Vj i,j = 1, 2 , 
y0o = tr?0V. + a\0V2 , M = I - XX
+ 
We check this condition in our case. Our considerations will imply the condition 
M(D) cz _?(X2). First we check MINQE(U, I)-estimability of the parameter a\, 
i.e. ft == 1 f2 = 0. 
We have 
MVeoM = 
2 fl-XtX* 0 \f H1 -C \fl-XlX
+ 0 
~ f f l °^0 l-X2X
+J\~C CH-XC + Q0H2J\0 l-X2X* 
2 I (I - X tX
+) H.p-X.Xf) - ( / - X,X+) C'(/ - X2X
+) \ 
- ffio \_(i _ x 2 X
+ ) C(/ - X tX
+) (/ - X2X
+) ( 0 * 7 / ^ ' + Q0H2)(I - X2X
+)J ' 
For M(p) cz 0t(X2) the matrix C(l — X2X2) as well as its transpose vanish, i.e. 
the Moore-Penrose inverse of MV0OM is 
i / [(/-X 1 X
+ )H 2 (/-X 1 X
+ )] + 0 
(/v1V0oM)
+ = — y Q I [(/-X 2X
+) H 2 (/-X 2 X
+ )] + ^ 
After some technical calculations we get the entries of the matrix stf in the form 
(15) «« = tr(/MV()0/V1)
+ ^(/M^AI)* Vt, = 
_ —- [tr(M1H1M1)
+ H1(M1H1/VI1)
+ H, + 2 tr~ (M1H1M1)
+ C'(/M2H2M2)
+ C + 




Because of the identity (M2H2M2)
+ = Hj^ / - X2(X2HJ
1X2)-
1 XjHj1) we have 
(/M2H2/V12)
+ C = (M2H2M2)
+ DQH, = 
= H2\l - X2(X'2H2'X2y
i X'2H2
r) DQH, = 0 . 
Then we get 
(16) a n - 4 - KMjH^,)-
1 H1(/M1H1/V11)
+ Ht , 
< 
(17) al2 = a'2i = tr(MV0oMy V1(MV,oM)
+ V2 = 
1 
<í?o 
tr(м2н2м2y cн^c(м2н2м2y н2 = o, 
and finally 
(18) a22 = tr(MV0oMy V2(MV0oMy V2 = 
= -L- tr(M2H2M2)
+ H2(M2H2M2)
+ H2 . 
The matrices Mu M2 are the projection matrices onto the orthogonal complements 
of the spaces generated by the columns of the matrices X., X 2, respectively. 
Then the criterion matrix for the existence of MINQE(U, I) is 
(19) ^ / Ц M . H . / И , ) * H ^ / И . H . M , ) * H t 0 
0 1 tr(M2H2/VI2)
+ H 2 ( M 2 H 2 M 2 )
+ H 2 ; 
•a/ is a diagonal matrix and it is obvious that both the parameters a\ and a\ are 
MINQE(U, Inestimable. 
Now we consider the modified second stage, i.e. Y* = X2/£2 — D Q ^ + g2. The 
covariance matrix of Y* is W0 = o\CW^
xC + o"2H2. The criterion matrix for the 
MINQE(U, I)-estimability in the modified model is 
St = (bu) btj = tr(M2 W0oM2)
+ Wt(M2 W0OM2)
+ W, i = 1, 2 , j = 1, 2 , 
where Wx = C H ^ C W2 = H2 . Under the assumption ^(D) c ^ (X 2 ) the matrix ^ 
can be expressed in the form 




In this case the parameter o\ is not MINQE(U, Inestimable. 
Theorem 2.1. Under the model (2) and the condition M(D) c 3$(X2) the uniformly 
best unbiased invariant estimator for the parameter u\ is 
(21) &l = y i '(Ai1H1M1)
+ H1(/VI1H1M1)
+ *. 
y ' l t r (M 1 H 1 M 1 )
+ H1(M1H1/VI1)
+ H. lV * x 1} lV * l l} l 
and for the parameter <r2, 
( 2 2 ) &l = f(MHM\+ N\M NM^N Y^M^H^y H 2(M 2 H 2 M 2 )
+ Y2 , 
t r (M 2 H 2 M 2 )
+ H2(M2H2M2y H2 
which coincides with the uniformly best unbiased invariant estimator for a\ under 
the modified second stage model. 
The p r o o f follows from the expressions for MINQE(U, I) (see [6]). 
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S ú h r n 
ODHAD PARAMETROV STREDNEJ HODNOTY A DISPERZIE 
V DVOJETAPOVÝCH LINEÁRNYCH MODELOCH 
JULIA VOLAUFOVÁ 
Dvojetapový lineárny model je charakterizovaný náhodnými vektormi Yx, Y2 následovně: 
y i = x i ^ i + «l E ( f i l ) = 0 E(£lfii) = o\ Hx 
*2 = X2/*2 +
 D / * i + *2 E(s2 )=0 E(fi2<.2) = c\H2 , 
£j,£2 nekorelované. Neznáme sú vektorové parametre fií9 p2 a skalárně parametre a\,o\. 
V práci je uvedená nutná a postačujúca podmienka pre existenciu rovnoměrné najlepšieho 
nevychýleného odhadu pre parametre /ř1? fi2. Uvedený je najlepší nevychýlený odhad pre para­
metre a\y a\. 
Pe3K>Me 
OLÍEHHBAHHE nAPAMETPOB CPEAHETO H flHCnEPCHH 
B flByxaTAHHOH JIHHEHHOÍÍ MOflEJIH 
JULIA VOLAUFOVÁ 
B CTaTte yKa3aHO Heo6xo,zniMOe H aocTaTOHHOe ycjiOBHe j\im cyrnecTBOBaHHfl paBHOMepHO 
HaHJiyHHIHX HeCMerneHHfclX OHeHOK HeH3BeCTHBIX n a p a M e T p O B CpeAHerO . BblBeAeHBI $OpMyJIBI flJM 
BBíHHCJieHHH 3THX OHeHOK. YKasaHBi TaiOKe HaHjiyHrrme HecMenreHHBie oneHKH flUH napaMeTpOB 
flHCnepCHH. 
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